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the entire country, a table or series of curves covering such data
obtained from the particular locality in which the proposed road
is to be operated will be found of more value. The nearer the
conditions of installation and operation of these roads approach
those of the proposed road, the more dependable will be the
results based thereon.
A table giving data of value in predetermining'the traffic and
gross income for a proposed road is given herewith.
Whereas such a table offers more opportunity for the correct
comparison of traffic, etc., for an urban road or for extensions
to such a system than for the predetermination of interurban
traffic, yet the methods outlined may be used to advantage in
interurban developments providing they are applied with con-
j J i"i	servative judgment based upon successful interurban experience.
1     {	As an example of such adaptation of data to interurban practice
| >   1	it should be noted that a different proportion of terminal popula-
j    I	tion will be tributary to the traffic of the proposed road in each
}| |	case under consideration.    In the case of the road being the
first to enter a relatively small terminal city, a large portion of
I j |	the population of the city will avail itself of the road, but if the
road is the fifth or sixth to enter such a city as Indianapolis or
If tj	Chicago, a relatively small portion of the population of the termi-
nal city can be counted upon for passenger traffic.    It follows
\\ |1	directly from this, therefore, that with a large terminal  city
V* 11	the earnings of the road per capita of terminal population will
\\ j I	be small and the earnings of a successful road per mile of track
jj |4	•	will be relatively large and vice versa.
. 11 | j	Growth in Population.—It is necessary, however, • to know
| \\   1	more than the present terminal and tributary population.    The
growth of both for several years to come must be predicted.   In
i |   i	order to do this intelligently it is necessary to know the growth
I ||  "i      •	in the past not only, 'but to study the causes of any'eccentricities
I ||  "1	'   .	in the growth curve.    It is only after such a detailed study that'
I |j   1	the population curve may be accurately extended to determine
I ty I §         '      ,       the population to be expected 40 or 50 years hence.     '   '    •.
I	Bion J. Arnold, consulting engineer of Chicago, in his '" Re-
port on the Chicago Transportation Problem/7 points out very
clearly the fallacy of predicting the population for any consider-
• able term of years by, any rate of growth .which has existed in the,.
• '         past, if the law of " yearly decrease in the rate of increase;rt>t
neglected.   If, by way .of illustration, we refer to the curve of

